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PREFACE
$DOD is the first of its kind; a radical social experiment with a radical deflationary model, this deflationary model
will keep the price of $DOD continuously rising with continuous manual burns. $DOD is different from other deflationary tokens, as it is not only given the starting price of the token, but also the final price once the mission has
been completed.
It is called the „Day of Defeat“, because at the end the ultimate holder of $DOD has become victorious and takes
the entire prize pool fund from the token contract; this payout will be specifically in BUSD. The day the prize fund
pool is opened by the contract, will be announced as the “Day of Defeat”. The prize pool fund is specifically controlled by the smart contract and has no manual interaction, this wallet is locked until it is initiated automatically
by the smart contract and the private key is destroyed. No one on the development team has access to the prize pool fund. The prize pool fund will be opened by the smart contract when the balance reaches 100,000,000
BUSD. Then the ultimate holder of $DOD can exchange their $DOD holdings for the prize pool. The exchange ratio
will be 10 DOD:1 BUSD (or 1 DOD:0.1 BUSD). You held out and lasted to the end; you get what you deserved. At
the end pf the contract, $DOD has increased by approximately 2,300,000 times from the initial pre-sale price. The
constant burning increases value time after time.
Most projects today, developers are confused because they don’t have a clear direction in sight. Secondly, the
trust crisis of human society has seriously affected our judgment. Luckily, the emergence of block chain has solved
most of these trust problems. The proof and integrity of this project is written into the smart contract, with the
most important functions untouched by human interaction. $DOD is a decentralized digital asset created on the
Binance Smart Chain with a destruction mechanism. The total amount supply at launch will be 100 trillion and will
be left at a remaining supply of 1 billion in the end. The other tokens will be manually burnt during the process and
the prize pool fund will reach 100,000,000 BUSD.
Let’s see who will have the HODL’ing power to defeat the smart contract!

FREQUENTLY ASKED
QUESTIONS

1. Q: HOW TO BUY DOD?
A: $DOD is a token built on the Binance Smart Chain, which can be purchased on PancakeSwap. The method is
as follows: open the wallet, enter the wallet browsing interface, open PancakeSwap, choose to exchange with
BNB or USDT, enter the $DOD contract address XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX in the tokens to be exchanged, and find
$DOD, please use the contract to add instead of entering the token name, and then select the amount can be
exchanged.
2. Q: HOW DOES THE PRICE REACH 0.1USD/DOD AT THE END OF THIS EXPERIMENT?
A: We will continually burn until we have reached 99.999% of $DOD burned. While burning, 1 BUSD will be put
into the prize pool for every 1,000,000 burned. In the end, the BUSD in the prize pool will reach nearly 0.1Billion
and 1billion $DOD, therefore, 1DOD = $0.1 BUSD
5. Q: WHAT IF THE TEAM HOLDS 10% OF THE DOD TO THE FINAL EXCHANGE FUND POOL?
A: First of all, we promise that the team will not redeem the fund pool. After calculation, the income we earn at
the end of the project is already very substantial. There is no need to redeem the fund pool. In addition, we have
a very substantial income, that is, the liquidity at the end of the project. The funds in the pool will also be very
large. Therefore, we don’t need to participate in the exchange fund pool at all. It is a gift for all the loyal fans who
love this project, and you deserve it.
6. Q: HOW TO DEAL WITH $DOD AND USDT IN THE LIQUIDITY POOL AT THE END OF THE PROJECT?
A: At the end of the project, we will calculate the amount of Tokens remaining. For example, when the total remaining $DOD is 1.5 billion and there are 500 million remaining in the Liquidity pool, then we all know there are 1
billion remaining outside. Now we may cancel the liquidity pool in advance and burn the 500 million $DOD, and
at the same time USDT would be putted into the prize fund pool according to the ratio of destroying 1,000,000
into 1USDT. At this time, the project will end earlier (It Just an example here, the situation may change, but our
plan is to proceed like this). We will allocate a part of the remaining USDT in the liquidity pool to team members,
and the other part will be used as the startup capital for the next mysterious project.

7. Q: WHERE DID THE 19% DEDUCTED DURING TRANSACTION OR TRANSFER GO, WHETHER TO DESTROY
AND PUT INTO THE FUND POOL AUTOMATICALLY OR MANUALLY, AND HOW TO ENSURE SECURITY?
A: The 19% deducted went into a wallet that we set up in advance. We will manually burn the $DOD
according to the amount of USDT we sold. Initially, we planned to use smart contracts to complete all the work,
but in the end, we found smart contracts is not a good choice because we require that every 1,000,000 $DOD
burned must be put into the fund pool 1USDT, but the price of $DOD changes in real time, and the smart contract cannot determine the amount of burn according to the price change. When the price is very low, we sell
more $DOD in exchange for more destruction. When the price rises, we can sell a small amount of $DOD. This
is a very complicated link and smart contracts cannot be completed, so it can only be done manually, so there is a certain delay when you see the amount of destruction and the number of fund pools displayed on the
page. Maybe we update it once a day in the early stage, and maybe it will update it once an hour in the later
period. We will make this address public to everyone. Everyone can check the $DOD of the wallet. No one can
earn personal gain here. We also hope that everyone in the community will supervise it.
9.Q: THE PRICE RISES 2,300,000 TIMES. REALLY?
A: We calculated based on the earliest price at the time of the $DOD pre-sale, because the price of the first
stage of the pre-sale was 0.0000000434USD/$DOD, and the final price was 0.1USD/DOD, so we calculated
that the $DOD increased by 2,300,000X
10. Q: THERE IS NO ANTI-WHALE, WHY?
A: We welcome many whales to buy or sell, which will accelerate the progress of $DOD destruction, and we
are not worried about the price. The final price of $0.1 is a fact that no one can change. As time goes on, $DOD
will continue to be burnt. And the price will continue to rise and approach $0.1/$DOD, no whale can stop and
change this process.

DESTRUCTION MECHANISM
1

Total Supply: 100 Trillion.

2

Each transfer will deduct 19% of the transfer amount according to the taxation and destruction
mechanism based on the smart contract. How will 19% of the coins be distributed? One part will be
directly destroyed to the black hole, another part will be converted into BUSD and deposited in the
prize fund pool. When the remaining amount reaches 1,000,000,000, the burning will be stopped.
The total burnt quantity will be 99,999,000,000,000.

3

Setting up a BUSD prize fund pool:
1 BUSD will be added to the prize pool fund for every 1,000,000 DOD burned, on average, and the
overall value of the prize pool will reach about 100,000,000 BUSD. The prize pool can only be opened by the smart contract and the private key is destroyed. No one has the authority to open the
prize pool wallet.

4

When there is 1,000,000,000 $DOD left, the destruction mechanism will be stopped, and the prize
fund pool will be opened by the smart contract. At that time, $DOD holders can exchange their DOD
into BUSD in the fund with a conversion ratio of 10 DOD:1 BUSD. After the funds are exchanged,
DOD will be automatically destroyed, and the Day of Defeat has been reached!
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WHY $DOD
01
DON´T MISS 10,000,000X
$DOD is built mathematically to go from the earliest starting price of 0.000000009 to $0.1. The price will
increase by 11,111,111X. No one can stop this process.

02
For every 1 million DOD destroyed, the prize pool will increase by 1 BUSD, and the final prize pool fund will reach
an amazing 100 million $BUSD. This prize pool is locked by the smart contract. NO ONE CAN OPEN IT.

03

The smart contract triggers the automatic opening of the fund pool 1 Billion supply. Finally, the holders holding
the $DOD at this supply can exchange the $DOD into $BUSD. The exchange ratio is 10 DOD = 1 BUSD.

$DOD TOKENOMICS
Airdrop
Dev teams

locked for 180days

15%

Consultant of law and finance
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$DOD PRESALE
The listing price would is 0.000000014 USD/DOD
ROUNDS
WHERE

BNB
COLLECTING

PRICE
BUSD/DOD

1st Round
ICO

Official
Website

200 BNB

$0.00000000

2nd Round
Pre-Sale

Pinksale

800 BNB

$0.000000012

PERCENTAGE

14%

46%

The liquidity pool in PancakeSwap will be ready within two hours when the final round of sales
finished. The min amount of pre-sale would be 0.1BNB for each address, and the buyer will be
receiving the $DOD before listing.

ROADMAP OF $DOD
PHASE 1 – PREPARATION, AUGUST 2019

Propose and design economic models Q1,2020—Q1,2021 Invite professional actuaries to conduct actuarial calculations and evaluations,
revise the rules many times, and continuously improve the economic model

PHASE 2 – START, AUGUST 2021

Website development, token contract development, whitepaper released and ready for pre-sale October 2021. Contract security audit
completed, and token ready PCS launch.

PHASE 3 – SPEED UP NOVEMBER 2021

Listing completed on Coingecko, Coin Market Cap and Feixiaohao to grow community and holders. Our goal is to achieve 2,000 holders by
December 2021, 5,000 by end of Q1 2022 and 10,000 holders by Q4 2021. The overall price will increase and 100x will be met. Q3 - Q4, the
token burn rate will reach 60% and the price increases 100,000x from initial launch.

PHASE 4 – 2022
Burn rate will be accelerated to destroy more $DOD to get closer to common goal. New utilities will be introduced into the $DOD ecosystem
so that holders will be able earn rewards; this will include staking, yield farming and mobile Dapp P2E gaming introduced in end of Q3.

PHASE 5 – STRETCH JUNE 2023
Development of the mysterious plan started, the price increased by 1,000,000X

PHASE 6 – FINAL DECEMBER 2023

Token burning is complete! the prize pool is triggered to open via the smart contract, the mysterious plan is announced to the community,
and the Day of Defeat has arrived. Congratulations! If you have survived.

PHASE 7 - JANUARY 2024

The mystery project is released to the community.
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